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Abstract:— This study aimed to design a series of essential clothes made of Eco-fashion materials, especially recycled content in the capsule
wardrobe. It has been designed to develop strategies during the clothing design process and promote the use of Eco-fashion materials in the fashion
and clothing industry. Guided by the concept of C2CAD model, this research applied multifunctional convertible design in fashion and produced an ‗Eco
capsule wardrobe‘ with ten pieces of clothing. Besides, this study has applied Computer-Aided Design (CAD) for using the jigsaw puzzle technique in the
pattern-making process as another sustainable practice. This paper focuses on the most important casual clothes which can find in any women‘s
wardrobe. The research methodology included design concept, design experiments and evaluation stage. Based on the C2CAD model, the Eco capsule
wardrobe evaluated by a focus group of twelve participants to assess quality and design. Overall, the Eco capsule wardrobe is perceived as casual,
good quality of materials, using Eco-friendly features, multifunctional, comfortable, good appearance and design. The proposed prototype of Eco capsule
wardrobe provides an example of Eco-fashion design that will reduce landfill clothing waste. This may lead to design sustainability, where clothes can be
disassembled and recycled easily after use. Clothing design for Eco capsule wardrobe provides practical application. It may educate and promote the
use of Eco-fashion materials that support fabric recycling activities.
Index Terms:— Capsule wardrobe, C2CAD model, Clothing waste, Eco-fashion material, Multifunctional design, Sustainable design, Textile recycling.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The fast fashion industry provides fashionable items from the
catwalk into stores with affordable prices and a variety of
choices. Therefore, consumers are interested in purchase
more clothing items than what they need. Because of this
reason, it is important to understand the issue of
overconsumption, which contributed to fabric and clothing
waste. Thus, this study adopted the concept of a capsule
wardrobe as a solution for managing the number of clothing
based on essential needs. The capsule wardrobe is limited
clothes which can be worn in different ways and create
different outfit styles [1]. The benefits of using a capsule will
limit the purchase of clothing that is unnecessary, as well as
saving time and money. On the other hand, available clothes
in the fashion market may have not been produced based on
the sustainable characteristics such as the dyeing, design and
production process. The concept of using a capsule wardrobe
can be environmentally safe. However, it can negatively affect
the environment during the production process. Therefore, the
fashion and apparel industry affects the society, environment
and economy. The importance of incorporating the sustainable
issue into fashion has been showing effects on the people,
planet, and profit in the economy. One of the ways to achieve
sustainability in fashion is using Eco-fashion materials in the
design process. According to Joergens [2], Eco‐fashion
clothes are designed with Eco materials to reduce
environmental impacts toward improving consumer profits and
the health of the community. Hence, this article addresses the
potential of a capsule wardrobe to reduce environmental
impacts related to clothing production, consumption and
disposal.
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After analysing previous literature and the Eco-fashion clothes
available in the fashion market and identifying obstacles, an
Eco casual capsule wardrobe is proposed to provide the
needs of recycling activities. The main goal of this research is
to create a capsule wardrobe contain Eco-fashion materials
with ten important pieces of clothing. The objectives of this
research are to 1) identify Eco-fashion materials such as
fabrics, lining, thread, closures and dye; 2) design and
construct a clothing collection in Eco capsule wardrobe and 3)
evaluate the overall results of the clothes. In general, this
study suggests design for a series of essential women‘s
clothing in Eco capsule wardrobe in two potential actions
toward reduction clothing waste in the fashion industry; 1)
supports Eco-fashion materials made of existing clothing
waste and 2) prevents clothing waste through reduced
purchases. Overall, it was found that using Eco-fashion
material lead to making an Eco capsule wardrobe with positive
feedback. Hence, it will help to preserve the environment in
the clothing production process, clothing disposal as well as
recycling them.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Eco Capsule Wardrobe
According to Fletcher [3], the lifespan of clothing can be
extended with sustainable fashion solution. Heger [4] stated
there are motivations among people to possess a capsule
wardrobe toward increasing the extending of clothing life, as
well as reduction clothing consumption. Therefore, the concept
of a capsule wardrobe helps people, especially women to limit
and manage the necessary number of clothing in the
wardrobe. Hsiao and Grauman [1] specified that a capsule
wardrobe is included essential clothes which are like a puzzle
help to set and wear clothes into many different outfits (see
Fig. 1). Choosing and matching the clothes in the wardrobe is
a physical and psychological movement [5]. Maldini and
Stappers [5] stated that making the individual wardrobe is
depending on the characteristics and people‘ behaviour.
However, the basic information on making an individual‘s
wardrobe can approach to specify the most important clothes.
A capsule wardrobe may lead to environmental problems
during production, consumption, as well as the disposal [6].
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